Acura tl 2009

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. What that means for you: 1.
Hassle-Free Experience 2. Faster Buying Process 3. Confidence in Not Overpaying and 4. We do
the Research for you. Give us a call at to check availability. TL trim. In short, you're going to
enjoy your experience here. From knowledgeable sales people to factory-trained technicians,
our team works together to ensure you get the solution that fits your needs and your lifestyle.
We welcome you to visit our dealership. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine
configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to
purchase. Some of our used vehicles may be subject to unrepaired safety recalls. People
everywhere will love the way this Acura TL Base drives with features like a braking assist, dual
climate control, a power outlet, stability control, traction control, a MP3 player, anti-lock brakes,
dual airbags, side air bag system, and airbag deactivation. It has a 6 Cylinder engine. Looking to
buy a safer sedan? Look no further! This one passed the crash test with 5 out of 5 stars. A
timeless white exterior and a taupe interior are just what you need in your next ride. Don't regret
waiting on this one! Call today to schedule your test drive. We are excited to offer this Acura TL.
In addition to being well-cared for, this Acura TL has very low mileage making it a rare find. This
vehicle won't last long, take it home today. More information about the Acura TL: Thanks to its
more aggressive styling, the new TL stands out in its class; its two separate models now cater
separately to comfort-oriented buyers and performance enthusiasts. And although prices are
not especially low, the sum of technology features that the TL offers is better than most other
mid-size luxury cars. Resale value has been impressive on the TL. This model sets itself apart
with Distinctive styling, roomy interior, ride quality, and high-tech features We look forward to
seeing you soon! Please call us for more information. Serra Auto Park's pre-auction inventory
offers the consumer the ability to buy a vehicle at pre-auction pricing. All vehicles displayed
pre-auction are sold AS-IS. The term AS-IS means that there is absolutely NO expressed or
implied warranty of condition or fitness for a particular purpose. This applies to both the
mechanical and cosmetic condition of the AS-IS vehicles. The purchaser of an AS-IS vehicle will
pay all costs for any repairs. Serra Auto Park assumes no responsibility for any repairs,
regardless of any verbal statements made about any vehicle in the pre-auction inventory
section. Apple Ford Lincoln has zero responsibility for any repairs after the sale. We do
appreciate your business, and want to make sure this vehicle is represented for what it is, a
Pre-Wholesale vehicle. Please visit our web site at To set up an appointment for test drive,
please contact our sales team at Vehicle sold with 1 month or mile power train warranty. Buy
Today! Drive with Confidence:Available service contracts with flexible options. Competitive
Financing with flexible terms available through a wide portfolio of lenders for all credit tiers!
Can't make the trip from out of state? Ask about our front door delivery program some
restrictions may apply. A family-oriented beach town deserves a family-oriented dealership.
Experience what true luxury is all about in full transparency. If you choose to visit in person, our
impressive state of the art facility, and our dedicated team is here to help you every step of the
way, and many miles after. In Service, we provide a full personalized video of your vehicle's
multi-point inspection with every visit! We don't want to tell you, we want to show you! Acura
has always been known for meshing luxury with reliability and this one is no exception to the
rules. This TL was owned by one person and well taken care of. Let us show you what "World
Class" service really means! At Rosenthal Acura of Gaithersburg, we strive to provide
outstanding professional service in all areas of our dealership. For your next used or new car or
truck, visit us at The Pre-Owned Department at Rosenthal Acura is comitted to outstanding
customer service throughout the entire sales process. We offer some of the best quality
Pre-Owned vehicles in the country. We are located 1 block East of the all new Corners of
Brookfield, at W. Bluemound Rd, Brookfield, Wi. At Lexus of Brookfield, we will show your
vehicle of choice; explain things in full detail, so you feel comfortable. With the world's finest
automobiles, award winning staff, and five star services, why would you buy from anywhere
else? See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get
pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. See store
for details. Some fees are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a
different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa.
Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. A Acura with as few miles as this one is a rare
find. This TL Tech was gently driven and it shows. The best part about navigation systems like
the one that comes in this car? You don't have to try to fold them up and stuff them back into
the glove box. More information about the Acura TL:Thanks to its more aggressive styling, the
new TL stands out in its class; its two separate models now cater separately to comfort-oriented
buyers and performance enthusiasts. This model sets itself apart with Distinctive styling, roomy
interior, ride quality, and high-tech features. Odometer is miles below market average! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant

vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic Manual 5. Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. Frame damage. Five Star Dealer. New Listing.
Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This car is not a sports car. It's a sedan
that accelerates fast, comfortable and quiet to ride in. Having driven the i, decided it's no longer
for my taste; the BMW demanded my attention at all times. One wrong move and the kidney
grills head into the wrong lane. TL is more forgiving for daily driving. It just depends on what
you want. My goal with the current purchase was fast, quiet and comfortable, plus solid
reliability to boot. Styling is purely subjective, so say what you will about the TL styling, it's just
an opinion and preference. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Yes, the beaky nose on the new Acura TL looks odd. Puns aside, the TL stands out as the face
of the brand. The success of previous TLs centered on two aspects: a powerful V-6 engine and
lots of standard equipment. The new TL predictably sticks to that playbook but adds another
page with the addition of optional all-wheel drive. Both numbers are, however, slightly lower
than the output of the 3. Both TL engines are mated to a five-speed automatic, which seems
outdated in a segment where six and seven speeds are common. Visually, the SH-AWD model is
differentiated by the functional front brake ducts next to the fog lamps, four exhaust tips at the
rear, and or inch wheels and tires. The front seat is slightly smaller, while the rear seat is a little
bigger legroom is up 1. Trunk space is bigger by just less than one cubic foot. As for the rest of
the Acura playbook, the TL still boasts an impressive amount of equipment. The Technology
package, an option box that 70 percent of TL buyers are expected to tick, adds to a long list of
standards: keyless entry and ignition, a speaker ELS surround stereo with That nav boasts
real-time traffic information, specific lane routing for multilane highways, and an industry-first
Doppler radar weather-map feature. The insides share a familiar look with other Acuras, but the
multifunction controller knob and the bevy of buttons that surround it seem less confusing and
cluttered than in the RDX. Material qualities are first-rate, and this car feels far more upscale
than the previous one did. Driving the TL back-to-back with its predecessor makes it clear that
major improvements have been made, with one exception. Body motions are better controlled,
road and wind noise have been all but
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eliminated, the brakes feel solid, and the TL corners with a more level attitude than its
compliant ride would suggest. Torque steer, long a TL drawback, is far better managed. On the
other hand, steering feel has lost the plot. The new TL uses electronic power assist, as opposed
to the old hydraulic unit. Despite about pounds of added weight, percent-stiffer springs, and
increased damping force, the SH-AWD rides better than the standard TL. The engine note is

slightly throatier, and the handling is more responsive, too, thanks in part to optional inch tires
shod with Michelin Pilot Sport PS2 tires. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives.

